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Characters

LEV

23 years old. Short black hair. Not very tall(175-180). Scar

under right eye. Patient, cold blooded guy if it is needed,

smart in tactics, courageous. Has brother Isaac.

They both were abandoned in the very childhood by their

parents. They odd names were given to them by the director

of the orphanage, (who was fond of classic literature) where

they were grown up. Isaac was called for Isaac Asimov. Lev

got his name for Lev Tolstoy.

Lev loves his younger brother and protects him all the time.

As time goes by and being 8 years old ISAAC was taken by

scientists family. Lev was not. When it’s happened Lev run

away from orphanage and was trying to find his brother, but

got lost in Moscow streets. He was picked up by future( with

Lev’s help in future) gang leader Anton Losew - a smart an

dangerous man who had a lot power in many business spheres,

including politics. Lev was taught a lot of things about

guns, fighting, turuturing ,interrogation. He kept trying to

find his brother using his new leader contacts but doing it

in secret. He doesn’t trust anyone.

In a few years, when Lev becomes one of the loyal gang

members, Losew gives him a order to find a person, whose

parents don’t want to pay to him. It was Isaac.

ISAAC

21 years. Short brown hair. Glasses. Same height as Lev.

When new parents took Isaac he was 8, so he didn’t

understand properly why he was split up with Lev. His new

parents were scientists. They were working with viruses and

they got very close to create a cure from many of them in

just one pill. But a foundation was not enough. So they took

a "side money" credit. New parent loved Isaak And he loved

them back. He became an assistant in their lab. He didn’t

know about the "contract" which helped his parents to

continue their research.

One day, three strangers broke into his flat and kidnapped

Isaac.

DIMA -> LETO

Dina is a 20 years old punk who studies at astronomical

faculty. In a " day one" he was first who get on meteor

landing side and LETO took his place.
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Leto was a doctor in middle ages. He was born in family of

Italian father (he was both butcher and blacksmith in a same

time) and English mother ( tailor). All his youth he spend

watching and learning his parents work. He was stunned when

his father was cutting meat or was smithing some works from

metal. And he liked watching his mother work too. A simple

idea was born in Leto’s head one day. "What if take meat-

the thing we all made off, and steel- the most strongest

material in the world, and combine them together?" He

started with some meat from further storage and than tried

his idean on living animals.

As time was going by, Leto started to understand that the

animals were not a point. He needed someone who can realize

what he was doing. Leto became a doctor. He studied anatomy

of humans, the causes and effects of illnesses, cures,

health. But anatomy became his true passion. He get to the

idea : "we are not complete. It’s obvious! So many

materials. We want to be changed but we fear it... We are

incomplet." And soon he become a roaming doctor. He was

traveling all over the Europe. He was searching for the

people on the streets and hospitals where he was working and

he was making them coplete in his way. He was captured in

England, when he visiting his parents again.

In our world he gained a power to "boost" other infective

presence in human body and power of other "special reds"

like Manuel.

Yuri

22 years, old, student, came from Bryansk to Moskow to

become an expert in finance. Smart, honest, modest guy.

Loyal to his friends and family. Got infected in the club,

but keeps resisting to the soul entered his body.

Igor

39 years, a succesfull bussinesman. Participated in military

conflict in Chechnya, knows weapons, tactics. Can be cruel,

very stubborn guy. In critical situations, the end justifies

the means for him. Married on Maria, 31. His wife was lost

during "day one". No one ever saw her again. That made Igor

a cold-blooded man who seeks revenge and wishes to kill as

many "reds" as he can reach.

Veronique

Eastern-European noble woman from the end of XIX century.

Died at the age of 30 (commited cuicide, cause her face was

disfigured by her own husband when he had found her with

young lover). Stays in the body of Dasha (19, blonde, blue

eyes, beautiful girl). Enjoys that body and seeks for the
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pleasures of the flesh (it’s more a psychological desire

than the physical one). She changes under the influence of

Manuel. Clever, cold-blooded, but can be dangerous.

Dzhitindzhi

A cannibal from lost African tribe. True predator, very

aggressive and dangerous. Consumes his enemies. Gathers a

pack of psychos like him and obeys to Manuel directly. The

trial of going against the Inqusitor costs him a fortune.

Exist in our world in a body of office clerk, but tries to

wear national dress, including war paint of his tribe.

Prefers primitive knives.

Manuel Alvarez (the INQUSITOR)

An inquisitor of Barcelona, who was torn apart by the crowd

in the late XVIth century. Very smart, quickly-adopting and

ruthless man. Obsessed by the idea of purifying Earth from

the sinners (actually, a little mad about that). Good

leader, who unites several thousands of the "red" under his

command. Wishes to serve God, but he’s also driven by mortal

desires - Veronique, who reminds him of the lost love, who

was executed on his eyes 5 hundreds years ago. That fact in

process makes Manuel rethink his place in this world. Has

access to the Abyss - can hear and feel every soul there and

share this feeling to any red he wants to. The victim

experience true suffering hearing the howl of millions of

souls and in most caces, it dies. Manuel is immune to this

effect. Nowdays he is in body of 24 year old yound man (180

cm, short black hair, blue eyes (that reminds Manuel of the

girl burned)). Manuel tries to recover his former look, so

he makes a triangle beard and wears something that reminds a

robe.


